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Category:Video game engines for LinuxSen. Cory Booker Cory Anthony BookerDHS opens probe into allegations at Georgia
ICE facility Democratic lawmakers call for an investigation into allegations of medical neglect at Georgia ICE facility Black
Lives Matter movement will play out in courts, agencies, cities MORE (D-N.J.) on Tuesday called for eliminating federal tax

breaks for energy companies as part of a broader package to reduce the federal deficit. ADVERTISEMENT “There is only one
group of people that needs to see a tax break on their energy consumption,” Booker said at a Senate Finance Committee hearing.
“The one group that needs to see a tax break are coal miners and coal workers.” “This is the part of the economic equation that
is really sucking up money that is just plain available and not productive,” he continued. “If we are going to put this nation back
on track, the only group that needs this help are the people in Appalachia and the coal region.” “I would say that is a pretty basic

thing that we need to look at, and it is way past time,” Booker added. Sen. Tom Harkin Thomas (Tom) Richard HarkinThe
Memo: Trump attacks on Harris risk backfiring Ernst challenges Greenfield to six debates in Iowa Senate race Biden unveils

disability rights plan: 'Your voices must be heard' MORE (D-Iowa) agreed, saying, “I also believe there are a lot of energy
companies that would be happy to get rid of that tax break if it would work.” Booker and Harkin were among a bipartisan group
of senators who on Monday introduced legislation that would eliminate the oil and gas production tax break. Other co-sponsors
include Sens. Mark Begich (D-Alaska), Heidi Heitkamp Mary (Heidi) Kathryn HeitkampCentrists, progressives rally around

Harris pick for VP 70 former senators propose bipartisan caucus for incumbents Susan Collins set to play pivotal role in
impeachment drama MORE (D-N.D.), Heidi Gansert (D-West Virginia), Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.), Joe Donnelly (D-Ind.) and

Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii). The Senate Finance Committee on Tuesday, which is chaired by Sen. Orrin Hatch 82157476af
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